
ENGLISH WEDNESDAY 10TH

Short Burst Writing



FROM YESTERDAY

You should ended up with something 

like this.

The luminous, green algae was slowly 

covering the ancient walls

The rugged, cuboid bricks were 

gradually crumbling into the putrid 

water.

The long, tough roots were 

persistently pushing through the 

unsteady slabs. 



LET’S TURN IT TO A STORY

You are writing is as if you were there. 

• What might have you been doing?

• Where are you?

The luminous, green algae 

was slowly covering the 

ancient walls.

The rugged, cuboid bricks 

were gradually crumbling 

into the putrid water.

The long, tough roots 

were persistently pushing 

through the unsteady 

slabs. 

I was exploring through the 

jungle

I was wandering through the 

dense forest

Which sentence starter do you prefer?

I was walking in the forest
I was hiking through the 

historic forest



LINKING THE SENTENCES TOGETHER

I was wandering through the dense forest when emerging through the trees I saw

a crumbling relic. 

The luminous, green algae was slowly covering the ancient walls.

The long, tough roots were persistently pushing through the unsteady slabs. 

The luminous, green algae 

was slowly covering the 

ancient walls.

The rugged, cuboid bricks 

were gradually crumbling 

into the putrid water.

The long, tough roots 

were persistently pushing 

through the unsteady 

slabs. 

Let’s link the sentences together with fronted adverbials of where. 

Beside the trees, On the temple, Above the water,



I was wandering through the dense forest when 

emerging through the trees I saw a crumbling relic. As 

I ventured further, I saw luminous, green algae was 

slowly covering the ancient walls. I wondered where I

was. In the middle of the courtyard, the long, tough 

roots of a tree were persistently pushing through the 

unsteady slabs. I continued on thinking excitedly what 

hidden treasures I might find….. 

SHORT STORY


